QUIZ 4A: Past Time Words

Complete the sentences. Use the PAST TENSE of the verbs in parentheses and yesterday, last, or ago. Follow the example.

1. I (visit) _______ visited _______ my grandfather _______ last _______ night.
2. We (study) ______________ grammar ______________ evening.
3. The teacher (open) ______________ the classroom door fifteen minutes ______________.
4. My father (carry) ______________ bags to the airport ______________ afternoon.
5. We (finish) ______________ Guide 3 three weeks ________________.
6. The soccer team (play) ______________ the final ________________ Sunday.
7. The University of Miami (admit) ______________ my sister ________________ year.
8. The school bus (stop) ______________ in the police station ________________ morning.
9. A terrible accident (occur) ______________ in the highway ________________ week.
10. We (clap) ______________ our hands loudly in the routine ten minutes ________________.
11. Carolina (cough) ______________ many times during the class ________________ Monday.

QUIZ 4B: Past Time Words

Complete the sentences. Use the PAST TENSE of the verbs in parentheses and yesterday, last, or ago. Follow the example.

1. I (visit) _______ visited _______ my cousins _______ last _______ night.
2. The teacher (sneeze) ______________ many times in the class ______________ morning.
3. Jane (kiss) ______________ me in front of everyone ______________ afternoon.
4. I (need) ______________ your help to complete a worksheet ________________.
5. My dad (shave) ______________ his beard ________________.
6. We (enjoy) ______________ the concert ________________.
7. My friends (stay) ______________ in my house ________________.
8. Bernard (drop) ______________ the literature book ________________.
9. My sister (cry) ______________ a lot ________________.
10. Nancy (listen) ______________ to some new music ________________.
11. The director (permit) ______________ us to ________________.